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Thomas Simpson (1710-1761), Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Academy 
at Woolwich, is accredited with being the first to formulate explicitly a continuous 
probability distribution [Seal 1949, 213; 1954, 62-63; Plackett 1958, 133; Kendall 
1961, 1; Sheynin 1968, 462; Maistrov 1974, 821. Before the publication of Simp- 
son’s paper [ 17571, “An attempt to shew the Advantage arising by taking the 
Mean of a Number of Observations, in practical Astronomy,” probabilists had 
worked only with discrete probability distributions, though J. Bernoulli [1713], N. 
Bernoulli [Montmort 17131, and De Moivre [1733] had all derived continuous 
approximations to the binomial distribution. 
Simpson’s reputation has varied among historians of probability. Todhunter 
[1865,206] referred to him as “the eminent Thomas Simpson” and as “a writer of 
such high power.” Pearson [1978, 166-1851, however, reckoned that Todhunter, 
like Simpson’s biographers, had simply echoed a memoir by Charles Hutton, who 
as a successor to Simpson at Woolwich and as editor of at least one later edition of 
Simpson’s works, might not be considered an objective commentator. Pearson 
rated Simpson as “distinctly an unpleasant and truculent writer of cheap text- 
books, not a great mathematician like De Moivre,” and described Simpson’s 
Nature and the Laws of Chance [I7401 as “nothing but a boiling down of De 
Moivre’s Doctrine of Chances, . . . 2nd edition.” 
Pearson’s statements imply, justifiably, that De Moivre’s original contributions 
to probability theory vastly outweighed Simpson’s. Nevertheless, in certain lim- 
ited but noteworthy respects, Simpson helped to widen the area of application of 
the theory. His attempt to use the probability calculus to derive results of inferen- 
tial value is of particular interest. 
In his paper of 1757, which formed part of his Miscellaneous Tracts, Simpson 
gave a statistical argument for using the arithmetic mean of several observations, 
rather than using a single observation, in astronomical measurements. Much of 
the tract reproduced the arguments from an earlier paper that appeared in Philo- 
sophical Transactions [1755]. These were based on the assumption of a discrete, 
symmetric, triangular distribution of possible measurement errors. In the new part 
of the tract, however, Simpson extended the working to a continuous triangular 
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d stribution, derived an expression for the probability that the mean of II observa- 
t’ans will fall within specified limits of the “ true” value being measured, and 
1 t ien, using numerical examples, demonstrated that this probability, for n > 1, is 
bigher than the corresponding probability for a single observation (i.e., II = 1). 
A ssuming that the distribution of possible errors was bounded at, say +e, Simp- 
sim found, for the probability that the mean of n observations will lie further from 
the true value than a fraction p of the maximum possible absolute error-that is, 
outside the range [true value ?pe] (0 5 p 5 I)-the expression 
62, t-1)’ i2”)(, - gn, 
irqn 
(1) 
where q = I - p. 
The present note concerns a section of [Simpson 17571 that has previously been 
given only scant attention; it contains the problem he posed and solved at the end 
cf the tract: to find the overall probability that the absolute value of the error, say 
l]cl, in the mean of n observations will be higher than the absolute error, 1x1, in a 
single observation. In his solution he applied the calculus in such a way as to 
4 emonstrate the mathematical relationship between what we now call the “proba- 
bility density” and “probability distribution” functions of a continuous random 
7 ariable . 
The only previously published commentary on this particular aspect of the tract 
that I have been able to find is that of Seal [ 1954, 62-631, who was in error in 
9 upposing that Simpson sought prob{lx - XI > O}. Interpreted from a 20th-century 
1 tandpoint, Simpson needed to find 
lvhere f, is the joint probability density function of 13 and (xl, and the double 
integral is taken over the area 0 5 1x1 5 e, 0 5 1x1 5 e, 1x1 > 1x1. His solution 
amounted to the evaluation of 
‘,vherefi and f3 are, respectively, the marginal probability density functions of & 
:md 1x1. Simpson had, therefore, assumed stochastic independence between the 
jingle observation and the set of n observations used to calculate the mean. 
Putting IZ = 1 in (l), Simpson found the probability that a single observation will 
ie further from the true value than ?pe to be q2. In effect, he had made use of the 
assumed symmetry of the error distribution and had “folded” the distribution on 
itself, yielding a random variable q that took values between 0 (when the error was 
at its maximum absolute value, *e) and 1 (when the error was 0). Expression (1) 
,represents the probability distribution function for q, and this reduces to q? for the 
‘special case of a single observation, n = 1. Differentiating q*, Simpson obtained its 
“fluxion,” 2q4, the probability density function for q when n = 1. In this case the 
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FIGURE 1 
distribution assumes the “linear” form shown in Fig. 1, the result of “folding” the 
symmetric triangular error distribution for a single observation. 
Then, using multiplication and addition rules for probabilities (or what we might 
now call a generalized addition law), Simpson argued that the total probability for 
the mean of n observations having a greater absolute error than a single observa- 
tion is the integral--“fluent”- over all values of q from 0 to 1 of (1) multiplied by 
2qq, i.e.: 
_ gnT! [ ,? (- 1y (2n)((i/n)(kti/;l)zfl+’ + (4 --ni~)~+2)]t 
PO. 0 
Sqn 
- pz”n;! p)’ !“nj((i’n)(:n-+i’~z~+’ + (l ,iF);+2j. 
izzn 
Simpson was evidently rather fortunate to produce the correct result. The direct 
evidence suggests that he took no explicit account of the complexities caused by 
the presence of q in the upper limit of the summation. It may well be that this is 
one of the “grave errors” that Seal [1954, 631 alluded to in Simpson’s derivation. 
However, the difficulty did not upset the final result, because of the special nature 
of the terms in the primitive function of the integrand: whenever q = i/n (the point 
at which, with q increasing, a new term is added to the summation), all terms in 
the summation are zero. Simpson’s integrand thereby represented a differentiable 
function. Though he made no reference to these subtleties, it is clear at least, from 
the diagram appended to his paper (reproduced in [Maistrov 1974, 84]), that 
Simpson regarded (1) as a smooth curvilinear function of q. 
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He rounded off his tract with a numerical example, showing the probability to 
bi: 0.245 that the mean of six observations (n = 6) will have a larger absolute error 
tlI an a single observation. 
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